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• Cognitive Ethology (Griffin, 1915 – 2003)

– The study of the animals‘ cognitive

behaviour in their natural environment

• Animal Cognitive Ecology

– The effect of environmental factors on the
animals‘ cognitive behaviour

– Cognitive adaptations to environmental challenges
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Animal Cognitive Ecology



Lloyd Morgans Canon

In no case may we interpret an action as the 
outcome of the exercise of a higher psychical 
faculty, if it can be interpreted as the outcome of 
the exercise of one which stands lower in the 
psychological scale. 

(Morgan 1894)
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Environmental Factors

Individual Factors

Social Factors
Cognitive Abilities

Movement decisions
Coordinated decisions
Leadership decisions



collective decision making in 
vertebrates

• The “wisdom of crowds”

• Group movement 

• Self-organized movements

• Movement decisions, democratic  versus  
despotic movement decisions

• Leadership, qualities of a leader
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The “wisdom of crowds”
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The wisdom of crowds

Video: Peregrin hunts starlings

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-
mCuFYfJdI
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The “wisdom of crowds”

• Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and 

How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, 

Economies, Societies and Nations

– by James Surowiecki, 2004
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The “wisdom of crowds”
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• central thesis: a diverse collection of 
independently deciding individuals is likely to 
make certain types of decisions and 
predictions better than individuals or even 
experts

• In:
– Cognition

– Coordination

– Cooperation



The “wisdom of crowds”
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• Cognition

– Market judgment can be much faster, more 
reliable, and less subject to political forces than 
the deliberations of experts or expert committees

• Coordination

– Group movements and coordinated decisions like 
meeting in a popular place (for example a 
restaurant)

• Cooperation

– Forming networks of trust



The “wisdom of crowds”
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• Four elements are required



The “wisdom of crowds”
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Applications:

• Prediction markets

– For examples: opinion polls

• Delphi methods

– forecasting method which relies on a panel of 
independent experts

• Human swarming

– collective intelligence

– human Swarming (sometimes referred to as Social 
Swarming) is modeled after biological processes in 
birds, fish, and insects



The “wisdom of crowds”
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Failures caused by:

• Homogeneity

• Centralization

• Division

• Imitation

• Emotionality

?



Group movement

• herds of ungulates 

• flocks of birds 

• swarms of insects

• schools of fish

• human crowds
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Self-organized movements
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Self-organized movements

• coordinating with nearby neighbours is 
sufficient to result in a travelling group 

• understanding of self organizing systems 
derives mostly from computer models

(Gueron et al. 1996, Parrish et al. 2002, Seeley et al. 2002, Camazine et 
al. 2003, Rands et al. 2003, Couzin et al. 2005, Parrish et al. 2005, 
Sumpter 2006, Hemelrijk and Hildenbrandt 2008, Mirabet et al. 2008, 
Conradt et al. 2009, Hildenbrandt et al. 2010). 
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• only a few individuals need to move to initiate 
a movement in a certain direction:

– African Buffalos (Prins 1995) 

– schools of fish (Reebs et al. 2000) 

– dolphins (Wards et al. 2008, Lusseau and Conradt
2009)

– human crowds (Dyer et al. 2009) 
• 10% informed persons in a crowd of uninformed 

persons can make a crowd turn
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Self-organized movements



Movement decisions 
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• democratic  movement decisions  

• despotic movement decisions



Movement decisions

• Despotic movement decisions

single leader imposes a global movement 
decision on all group members (Henzi et al. 
1998, Walter 1991, King et al. 2008). 
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Movement decisions
Democratic movement decisions

• prerequisites for democratic decisions (from theoretical studies ):
– global decision making on movement initiations and movement directions 
– some kind of voting process among the group members on whether or not to 

follow (Conrad and Roper 2003, List 2004, King and Cowlishaw 2009). 

• Recruitment behaviour  =  evidence for voting processes: 
– Tonkean macaques: switching between moving a couple steps away from the 

group and stopping and glancing back at their group members until the group 
finally followed (Sueur and Petit 2010). 

– particular behaviours of the whole group : African buffalos lying oriented to 
their preferred direction (Prins 1995)??? Or alignment to the magnetic field 
(Begall et al. 2008)?

– groups of geese orientated in the same direction and showed an enhanced 
arousal state and enhanced vocalisations before departure (Ramseyer et al. 
2009)
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Leadership, qualities of a leader

• Are there exclusive leaders?

• If yes, what are the qualities of „exclusive 
leaders“???:

– High ranking?

– Old?

– Knowledgeable?
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Group movement
May be initiated by:
• One sex: 

– males in mountain gorillas (Schaller 1964), 
– females in some lemur species (Erhart and Overdorff 1999). 

• Success in moving a group may correlate with:
– with the number of connections with group mates 

• dolphins: Lusseau 2007, Lusseau and Conradt 2009 

– with social rank 
• African Buffalo: Prins 1995
• cattle: Šárová et al. 2007, 2010 
• pigeons: Nagy et al. 2010 
• hyenas: Holekamp et al. 2000 
• feral dogs: Bonanni et al. 2010
• horses: Tyler 1972, Heitor et al. 2006, Krueger et al. 2014

– with social bonds with certain group mates 
• feral dogs: Bonanni et al. 2010 
• primates: Byrne et al. 1990, King et al. 2008

• spatial position of animals in a group may affect their influence on the 
directional decision of the group (Camazine et al. 2003)
• Animals at the core of the group?
• Central animals : primates,  Hemelrijk 2002
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Leadership

• Despotic leadership: a single leader imposes a 
global movement decision on all group 
members (Henzi et al. 1998, Walter 1991, King 
et al. 2008)
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Leadership
• distributed leadership in fish (Levin and Grillet 1988) or variable 

leadership in geese and other species (Lamprecht 1992, Mirabet et 
al. 2008) 

• movements initiated by departure:
– departure of dominants resulted in the movement of others more 

often than the departure of subordinates (African Buffalo: Prins 1995, 
white faced capuchins: Leca et al. 2003, Tonkean Macaques: Seur and 
Petit 2008, brown lemurs: Jacobs et al. 2008, cattle: Šárová et al. 2007, 
2010, pigeons: Nagy et al. 2010, hyenas: Holekamp et al. 2000, feral 
dogs: Bonanni et al. 2010, Krueger et al. 2014).

– immature individuals initiated movement by others only very rarely 
• Canada geese (Raveling 1969) 
• bar-headed geese (Black 1988)
• Baboons: all group members react instantaneously to alarm calls given by high 

ranking adults, but not to those given by juveniles (Seyfarth and Cheney 2003)

= animals may benefit from following the individuals with the greatest 
knowledge, i.e. the older, higher ranking animals with long-standing 
group membership (Reebs 2000, List 2004). 
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How to measure group movements ?
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How to measure group movements?
Who moves? 

• Number: how many move?

• Frequency: how often?

• Particular behaviour: behaviours? synchronisation?

• Duration: how many steps / move, single or multiple bouts? 

• Direction: away from the group, in direction of the group, which angle, 

• Rank, age, colour?
• Success?

Who follows / how many follow?

• Frequency: how often, how fast, time delay

• Duration: how long 

• Direction: in which angle to the leading animal

• Rank, age, colour?

Movement initiations?

• Who initiates
• Who follows?
• Signals for movement imitation?

Environmental factors?

• Magnetic field
• Smell
• Vision (Landmarks?)
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Group movement in horses

Seite  27

a) Departure of mares b) Herding in stallions

?Krueger et al. 2014
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Herding, 

a) effective

b) despotic, 

c) Stallion not always highest

ranking

Depature

a) Not very effective

b) distributed leadership 

c) Who is leading?

Krueger et al. 2014

Group movement in horses
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Who is leading

• all group memebers

• higher ranking more often

than lower ranking

• No exclusive leader

Krueger et al. 2014

Group movement in horses



Example: habitat enlargement, Przewalski 
horses

Seite  30

nature conservation project Stadtwald Augsburg. 

The role of an Alpha Animal in changing environmental 
conditions

Wolter, Pantel, Stefanski, Möstl, Krueger (2014)



Habitat enlargement
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Erweiterungs-
fläche

Alte 
Fläche

Grazing area Stadtwald Augsburg (Quelle: Google). 

The role of an Alpha Animal in changing environmental conditions
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Personality and Affinities Play a Key Role in the Organization of
Collective Movements in a Group of Domestic Horses (Briard et al. 2015)
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Social networks: relationships between affinities, boldness scores, hierarchical rank and direct 

associations during collective movements. 

node = individual / number =  rank / edge width = bonding between nodes / 
node size = individual boldness scores  / node colour = cluster based on affinities  / 
squares = cluster composition based on direct associations during collective movements



Behavious

a) gaze towards experimenter
b) pointing at bucket
c) head gesture
d) alternating gaze between experimenter and bucket

Do horses recruit humans?
(Malavasi and Huber 2016)



Test Situation:

• vorwards
experimenter orientates 
towards test area 

• backwards
experimenter orientates 
away from test areal 

• many

2 experimenters

• walk away
experimenter walks away

Do horses recruit humans?
(Malavasi and Huber 2016)



Do horses recruit humans?
(Malavasi and Huber 2016)

� Horses try to recruit humans looking in their direction



Effect of Magnetic alignment in 

grazing and resting cattle and deer 
(Begall et al. 2008)
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Animals‘ mean vector of body position

Cattle Roe deer Red deer

• Analysis of grazing or lying direction on google
pictures

• underneath high voltage power lines: animals were orientated in any direction
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Environmental Factors

Individual Factors

Social Factors
Cognitive Abilities

Movement decisions
Coordinated decisions
Leadership decisions


